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typical buyer. Philip Pomerance from
London & Country Homes acknowledged
that when it came to finding a lighting
control system for a development as
grand as Cadogan Place, any suggested
system would need to be as sophisticated
as the type of people who would ultimately
own the property.
The developer had not worked with
a total control system running through
an entire property before, and this allowed
the audio-visual consultant a ‘reasonably
free rein’ to draw on their previous
experience of working with products
from U.S.-based Lutron Electronics Co.,
Inc. “Being unaware of the full range of
benefits associated with a whole-house
control system, the developer left us
to suggest what could be achieved,
and where” said Cope. After careful
consideration, the Lutron HomeWorks
Interactive—a recipient of the
prestigious Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) Innovations '99 Award—was
specified as the system most appropriate
for the development.
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PROJECTDATA

› Project Name:
Cadogan Place,
London, UK
› Architect and
Interior Designer
and Developer:
London & Country
Homes, London,
United Kingdom
› System Integrator:
Martin Kleiser,
London,
United Kingdom
› Lutron Products
Installed:
› GRX 3506 [1]
› KP5 Keypad [40]
› KP10 Keypad [2]
› 2 button Keypad [3]
› HWI Processor [1]
› Remote Power
Panel [2]
› Items Controlled by
Lutron Products:
› Security System
› Linn Multiroom
System
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achieved with HomeWorks
Interactive, as audio-

Vacation Mode memorises
and faithfully recreates

visual consultant, Simon
KP5 Keypad

the home dwellers actual
lighting usage patterns when the
house is unoccupied. One button,
rather than dozens of timers, activates
Vacation Mode, creating a realistic
lived-in look that is far superior to

system solved problems
for the user, maybe problems that
they didn’t even know they would
have, by making everything simple—
it is a total solutions package.”

timers or randomly sequenced lights.
Integrated with the home security
system and front and rear lighting
at Cadogan Place, maximum
protection is offered whilst the
occupiers are away.
In terms of meeting goals set out at
the start of the project, Simon Cope
agreed that HomeWorks Interactive
proved to be ‘flexible, very reliable
and user friendly’. “I think we have
made good use of the HomeWorks
Interactive capabilities throughout the
house. We were also able to achieve
some very pleasing settings for the
garden with the water fountain lighting

HWI Processor

operating on the Night setting
programmed into the system.”
Philip Pomerance of London and
Country Homes says of the Lutron®
system “We
wanted to
give the
impression
of a totally
modern
lighting
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